
  
STATE OF MISSOURI 

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
 

At a session of the Public Service 
Commission held at its office in 
Jefferson City on the 19th day of 
August, 2015. 

 
 
In the Matter of a Repository File Concerning  )  
Staff’s Review of the Commission’s Fuel Adjustment ) File No. EW-2011-0139  
Clause Rules       ) 
 
 

ORDER EXTENDING TIMELINE FOR REVIEW 
 
Issue Date:  August 19, 2015                                              Effective Date:  August 19, 2015 

 
The Commission opened this working case in 2010 to facilitate Staff’s review of the 

Commission’s rules regarding fuel adjustment clauses for electric utilities.  On February 4, 

2015, in response to a request made by various stakeholders, the Commission directed Staff 

to complete its review and file its recommendations regarding changes to the fuel adjustment 

clause rules by September 15. 

Staff has continued its review and has discussed possible rule changes with the 

stakeholders at a series of workshops. But on August 17, Staff filed a motion asking that the 

date for completion of Staff’s review be extended until November 20.  Staff explains that the 

stakeholders who have participated in Staff’s review process agree substantive progress has 

been made, but agree with Staff that more time is needed.  They join with Staff in requesting 

that the date for Staff to file its recommendation be extended to allow time for collaboration on 

revisions to Staff’s recommendation and to provide an opportunity to schedule additional 

workshop discussions.     

The Commission finds that the request for additional time is reasonable and will grant 

that request.   
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THE COMMISSION ORDERS THAT: 

1. The Joint Motion for Extension of Staff Recommendation is granted. 

2. The Commission’s Staff shall complete its review and provide the Commission with 

its recommendation regarding changes to the fuel adjustment clause rules by November 20, 

2015.   

3. This order shall be effective when issued. 

 
       BY THE COMMISSION 

     Morris L. Woodruff 
       Secretary 
 
 
 
Hall, Chm., Stoll, W. Kenney, Rupp, 
and Coleman, CC., concur. 
 
Woodruff, Chief Regulatory Law Judge 
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